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SUMMARY

Accuracy assessment of diagnostic tests may be seriously biased if an imperfect reference test is

used such as parasitology in the diagnosis of visceral leishmaniasis. We compared classical

validity analysis of serological tests for Leishmania infantum with Latent Class Analysis (LCA),

to assess whether it circumvented the gold standard problem. Clinical status, three serological

tests (IFAT, ELISA and DAT) and parasitological data were recorded for 151 dogs captured

in an endemic area. Sensitivity and specificity estimates from the 2¬2 contingency tables were

broadly corroborated by LCA, but the latter method provided more precise estimates that were

robust for the different fitted models. It furthermore yielded a higher prevalence of infection

and indicated that parasitology was only 55% sensitive. LCA seems a promising technique for

test validation, but caution is required when applying it to sparse data sets. The feasibility and

applicability of LCA in infectious disease epidemiology is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Epidemiologists have shown an increasing interest in

Latent Class Analysis (LCA), specifically in the field

of diagnostic test validation when the disease under

study cannot be accurately diagnosed [1–4]. LCA is a

mathematical modelling technique developed in the

social sciences and is based on the idea that observed

variables are jointly determined by underlying, un-

observed constructs [5, 6]. It can be thought of as the

analogue of factor analysis for categorical data. LCA

attempts to model associations between observed

categorical variables by assuming that a non-observed

(latent) variable is determining these associations.

In diagnostic test validation, the true disease status

of an individual can be considered as a dichotomous

latent variable with two categories, ‘ infected’ and

* Author for correspondence.

‘not infected’. Within a group of individuals with

unknown disease status, for whom at least three

independent diagnostic test results are available, LCA

will model the probability of each combination of test

results (or response pattern) conditional on the latent

class. An estimate of both disease prevalence and

sensitivity and specificity of all tests can be derived

from the pattern of diagnostic test results as expected

under the LCA model.

In this study, our objective was to assess whether

LCA corroborated findings taken from a classical

validation of serological tests for Leishmania infantum

infection. In the Mediterranean basin, a reliable

diagnostic test will remain a key element in the

transmission control strategy of visceral leishmaniasis

for as long as there is no vaccine available [7, 8]. The

direct agglutination test (DAT) has been used [9–11],

alongside other serological tests [12–14], to detect L.
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infantum infection in the dog, which is the main

animal reservoir of the disease. These tests used to be

validated against parasitology, known to be highly

specific but poorly sensitive, as a reference test. The

problems posed by the lack of a true gold standard for

L. infantum infection have been discussed: the difficult

interpretation of serological survey data and the fact

that test characteristics were previously often de-

termined with respect to disease and not with respect

to infection [15, 16].

METHODS

A sample of 152 street dogs at risk of L. infantum

infection was collected in the regions of Medjez el Bab

and Kasserine, Tunisia, by the veterinary department

of the Institut Pasteur de Tunis. Clinical data, tissue

and serum samples were collected from each dog.

Direct examination of a parasitological smear, a

parasitological culture, and three serological tests,

(indirect immunofluorescence antibody test (IFAT)

[17], enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

[18] and direct agglutination test (DAT) [19]), were

carried out. All tests were performed at the Institut

Pasteur de Tunis, except for the DAT, which was

completed in the Laboratory of Protozoology of the

Prince Leopold Institute for Tropical Medicine in

Antwerp. One serum sample out of 152 was missing in

Antwerp, and DAT could not be processed. This case

record was deleted from the analysis.

In the classical validation analysis, the clinical and

serological test results were compared in 2¬2 con-

tingency tables to the parasitological results. A

parasitologically positive result was defined as the

identification of L. infantum on smears in direct

examination and}or parasitological culture. Sensi-

tivity and specificity of the other tests were estimated

with a 95% exact binomial confidence interval (CI).

Five variables were included in the LCA analysis :

clinical status, parasitological result, IFAT, ELISA

and DAT. The proportion of dogs with L. infantum-

infection and sensitivity and specificity of each test

were estimated, based on the combined information

of clinical, parasitological and serological tests. For

more details on latent structure model specification

and parameter estimation, see Appendix. Approxi-

mate CI for the parameter estimates were calculated,

based on their estimated standard error (..).

LCA was performed using LEM, Version 1.0.

(Vermunt, 1997, unpublished), and a software pro-

gram written by Qu [20]. A series of models were

fitted starting with a saturated loglinear model for the

observed table as well as an independence model that

states there is no association between the observed test

results. Subsequently a Two Latent Class (2LC)-

model (I) was fitted, which states that the dogs can be

classified in two mutually exclusive and exhaustive

groups: the infected and the non-infected, although

this information is not-observed. Furthermore this

model assumes that the observed diagnostic test

results are independent conditional on latent class, i.e.

within the subgroup of the infected as well as the

uninfected dogs, there is no association between test

results. For reasons explained in the results section,

we fitted a less restricted model which allowed for the

direct effect of an additional latent characteristic

between a pair of tests (II) [21]. Finally we explored a

model with three latent classes (III), specifying dogs

were a mixture of three mutually exclusive and

exhaustive latent classes, which could be biologically

interpreted as healthy non-infected, asymptomatically

infected and symptomatically infected (ill) dogs.

Models were formally compared based on the diffe-

rence in goodness of fit likelihood ratio statistic (G# ¯
2Σ O

abcde
(log O

abcde
}E

abcde
)) and Akaike’s infor-

mation criterion (AIC) based on the log-likelihood

function (AIC ¯®2 log-likelihood2¬number of

parameters) [22]. Under regularity conditions, the

number of degrees of freedom (..) for the χ#

distribution associated with the G# of each model, is

given by the number of response patterns (2&) minus

the number of parameters to be estimated minus 1.

Goodman’s proposal [23] was followed, adding one

.. for every parameter located on the boundary of

the parameter space (either 0 or 1). To check the

assumption of conditional independence between the

diagnostic tests, the correlation matrix of the residuals

was graphically examined following Qu [20].

RESULTS

Eleven out of the 151 dogs (7±3 %) tested parasito-

logically positive. Table 1 gives the performance of the

clinical case definition and the serological test results

with parasitological status as a reference test.

Table 2 shows the characteristics of the fitted

models. The saturated model for the observed table

has by definition a perfect fit and 0 ... In

comparison, the independence model does clearly not

fit : the conditional likelihood ratio test (G#
ind

®G#
sat
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Table 1. Sensiti�ity and specificity of clinical and

serological tests for Leishmania infantum infection

in dogs compared to parasitology as a reference test

(n ¯ 151)

Sensitivity in

11 parasitologically

positive dogs

(n ¯ number of true

positives)

Specificity in 140

parasitologically

negative dogs

(n ¯ number of

false positives)

Clinically ill 0±64 (7) 0±92 (11)

DAT 0±91 (10) 0±87 (18)

IFAT 1 (11) 0±94 (9)

ELISA 0±82 (9) 0±87 (18)

¯ 217±5 for 26 ..) is significant at an α-level of 0±05.

However, the 2LC model (all observed test results are

independent within the latent classes), showed a very

good fit: G#

#LC
®G#

sat
¯ 14±5 for 23 .., P ¯ 0±91.

Three parameters in this 2LC model had a boundary

estimate: sensitivity and specificity of IFAT, as well as

specificity of parasitology were estimated at 100%.

Although this 2LC model (model I) fitted the data

well, inspection of correlation between residuals in

this model suggested residual correlation between

certain test results after accounting for disease status

(Fig. 1) [20].

To account for the apparently correlated error

between clinical status and parasitology, a more

complex latent class model (II) was fitted. It specifies

that for a dog belonging to the latent class ‘ infected’,

the probability of having simultaneously a false

negative result for both the clinical case definition and

parasitology was higher than expected under in-

dependence. It is, e.g., biologically plausible that

infected dogs without clinical symptoms (false-nega-

tive on clinical appreciation), might have lower

parasite loads than clinically symptomatic dogs and,

therefore, the probability of a false–negative parasi-

tological result in the former group might be higher.

Hagenaars has used the term ‘direct effect ’ to indicate

such correlated test errors [21]. Including a direct

effect between clinical definition and parasitology in

the group of infected dogs resulted in one additional

parameter to estimate compared to the 2LC – model.

The number of .. for model II was thus 32®12-

®13 ¯ 22.

The difference between the G# statistic for model I

and model II was significant at the 0±10 level (G# 3±6
for 1 .. with P ¯ 0±06). A lower AIC indicated a

preference for this less parsimonious model.

We explored whether one should distinguish three

latent classes in this group of dogs, assuming, (a) a

group of non-infected dogs, (b) a group of asympto-

matically- infected dogs and (c) a group of sympto-

matically-infected dogs. A three latent class model

(III) provided no better fit to the data as judged from

AIC. Table 2 gives an overview of the fitted models.

Table 3 shows both the observed and estimated

frequencies by model II.

The parameters of interest, sensitivity, specificity,

and prevalence, as estimated by models I and II, were

very similar. Table 4 compares the parameter esti-

mates as produced by the classical contingency

analysis (2¬2) with those produced by LCA (model

II).

The overall proportion of L. infantum infection in

the group of 151 dogs was estimated at 13±2% by

LCA, whereas parasitology was positive only in 7±3%

of the dogs. This striking difference was caused by the

fact that LCA estimated sensitivity of parasitology

only at 55%.

DISCUSSION

Diagnostic test evaluation is frequently rendered

ineffective by the lack of a ‘gold standard’, i.e. an

exact knowledge of the true disease status of the tested

individuals. New tests have to be compared with

imperfect existing ones, and the performance of a new

test can seriously be under- or overestimated in this

way [24–26]. In this study, the high specificity values

of serological tests in a classical validity study, with

parasitology as a reference test, were corroborated by

LCA. A 2LC-model, including a direct effect between

two tests in the group of infected dogs, provided the

best fit to the data. This model estimated the sensitivity

of parasitology, at 55%, as remarkably low. Even

though most parameter estimates produced by LCA

seem close to those yielded by a 2¬2 contingency

table, the LCA method provided more precise

estimates of sensitivity, and gave some perspective to

a comparison of all the tests studied. The LCA-

models identified serological tests, and in particular

IFAT, as better tests for infection than parasitology.

IFAT was found to be 100% sensitive and specific

but, as any previously published estimate of test

characteristics, these figures are subject to sampling

variation. To estimate however this sampling vari-

ation, exact procedures should be used in the

estimation algorithms and to date the software is not

yet available. IFAT was also found to be 100%
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Table 2. Models fitted by LCA in data set (n¯ 151) with fi�e obser�ed �ariables: clinical definition, ELISA,

IFAT, DAT, parasitology

Model Model specification ..

Likelihood-

ratio G# P-value AIC

Saturated model ²CEDIP´ 0 0 1 438±3
Independence model ²C, E, D, I, P´ 26 217±5 0±0000 603±8

I 2LC ²X, CrX, ErX, DrX, IrX, PrX´ 23 14±5 0±91 412±8
II 2LC with direct effect between

clinical definition & parasitology

in group of infected dogs

²X, CPrX, ErX, DrX, IrX´ 22 10±9 0±98 411±2

III 3LC ²X, CrX, ErX, DrX, IrX, PrX´ 14 11±6 0±63 421±9
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Fig. 1. (a) : Pair-wise correlation between residuals in the two latent class model (model I). (b) Pair-wise correlation between

residuals in the two latent class model with a direct effect between clinical status and parasitology result in the group of

infected dogs (model II)

sensitive and specific by Mancianti and Meciani [12].

IFAT sensitivity was suboptimal in experimentally

infected dogs, where 16 out of 25 (64%) dogs

developed IFAT titres" 80 and 23 out of 25 (92%)

" 40 [27]. Moreover, in a carefully observed cohort

of naturally infected dogs [16], 8–9 months between

infection and maximal IFAT sensitivity, 86%, was

observed. Berrahal and colleagues found IFAT to be

100% sensitive in a group of symptomatic dogs, but

only 1 out of 17 asymptomatic dogs positive on PCR

and immunoblot was also IFAT positive [13]. They

explained the latter finding hypothesizing that most
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Table 3. Obser�ed and estimated frequencies and

standardized residual for 32 response patterns as

estimated by model II (n¯ 151)

C E D I P* Observed Estimated

Standardized

residual

((0®E)}oE)

0 0 0 0 0 105±000 105±812 ®0±079

0 0 0 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

0 0 0 1 0 0±000 0±035 ®0±187

0 0 0 1 1 0±000 0±020 ®0±141

0 0 1 0 0 8±000 7±806 0±069

0 0 1 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

0 0 1 1 0 0±000 0±665 ®0±815

0 0 1 1 1 0±000 0±380 ®0±616

0 1 0 0 0 8±000 7±806 0±069

0 1 0 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

0 1 0 1 0 0±000 0±315 ®0±561

0 1 0 1 1 1±000 0±180 1±933

0 1 1 0 0 1±000 0±576 0±559

0 1 1 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

0 1 1 1 0 7±000 5±985 0±415

0 1 1 1 1 3±000 3±420 ®0±227

1 0 0 0 0 9±000 7±806 0±427

1 0 0 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

1 0 0 1 0 0±000 0±010 ®0±100

1 0 0 1 1 0±000 0±035 ®0±187

1 0 1 0 0 0±000 0±576 ®0±759

1 0 1 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

1 0 1 1 0 0±000 0±190 ®0±436

1 0 1 1 1 2±000 0±665 1±637

1 1 0 0 0 0±000 0±576 ®0±759

1 1 0 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

1 1 0 1 0 0±000 0±090 ®0±300

1 1 0 1 1 0±000 0±315 ®0±561

1 1 1 0 0 0±000 0±042 ®0±206

1 1 1 0 1 0±000 0±000 0±000

1 1 1 1 0 2±000 1±710 0±222

1 1 1 1 1 5±000 5±985 0±403

* C, clinical definition; E, ELISA; D, DAT; I, IFAT; P,

Parasitology. 0, negative ; 1, positive.

subjects in the asymptomatic group pertained to the

‘type-B’ dogs, that self-cure after infection [28]. In our

data set, the best model distinguished between two

groups of dogs, ‘ infected’ and ‘non-infected’ ones.

The classification did not take into account time

elapsed since infection given that only cross-sectional

clinical, parasitological and serological information

was available. The LCA estimate of 100 % IFAT

sensitivity and specificity in this data set should thus

be interpreted accordingly.

LCA has become relatively easy to use, since the

necessary software is now becoming accessible via

internet and add-ons in commercial packages. How-

ever, LCA requires an understanding of the basic laws

of probability theory and training (or expert as-

sistance) in loglinear modelling. The design of vali-

dation studies based on LCA is not necessarily much

more expensive than the classical alternative, since a

minimum of three tests and roughly 100 observations

are required to allow for fitting a 2LC-model of

conditional independence. Adding additional tests is

most useful if they are non-dependent.

As the gold standard problem is recurrent in

infectious disease epidemiology, it might seem reason-

able to conclude that LCA has a clear application field

[3] and so we might be tempted to endorse the

recommendations of previous authors [1, 4]. However,

the literature gives little emphasis to the conditions of

applicability of the G# derived χ# test for model

comparison [2, 29]. The conditions of applicability of

a χ# test in a 2¬2 contingency table are well known;

the expected frequency in each cell of the contingency

table should be minimum 5. In our LCA study, this

condition was not met in 26 out of 32 cells (81±2%) of

the 2& table. In addition, 3 of the 11 parameters in the

2LC model were estimated on the boundary, sugges-

ting a violation of the regularity conditions [18]. One

of the three, specificity of parasitology, could be

considered a priori as 100%, and, as such, deleted

from the list of parameters to estimate. However, this

was less clear in the case of sensitivity and specificity

of IFAT. In the present study, the distributions of the

differences in χ# and G# statistics were simulated for

comparison between models I and II (detailed results

not presented). Referring to Goodman’s proposal to

adjust the .. for the number of boundary para-

meters, both statistics appeared to behave relatively

well, although in the higher tail of the distribution the

criteria for rejection were slightly more liberal than

intended by the theoretical asymptotic χ# distribution.

When the same models were compared, based on

unadjusted degrees of freedom, neither statistics

followed the χ# distribution. Accordingly, we decided

to apply the Goodman convention.

Simulation work based on a related but more sparse

data set than the one presented here, shows that the

distribution of the Likelihood Ratio statistic and the

corresponding G#-statistic of the difference between

models does not follow a χ# distribution with either

of those sets of degrees of freedom (Jane Liinev,

unpublished observations). Focusing on the higher

tail of the observed distribution in view of testing, the

difference in the Likelihood Ratio Test G# between

models lead to somewhat conservative tests whilst the
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Table 4. Sensiti�ity and specificity [95% CI] of four tests for L. infantum infection in 151 dogs as estimated

by classical �alidation (2¬2) and through LCA (model II )

Sensitivity Specificity

2¬2 analysis LCA 2¬2 analysis LCA

Clinical 0±636 [0±308–0±891] 0±45[0±232–0±668] 0±922 [0±864–0±96] 0±931 [0±888–0±975]

DAT 0±909 [0±587–0±998] 0±95 [0±855–1] 0±871 [0±804–0±922] 0±931 [0±888–0±975]

ELISA 0±818 [0±482–0±977] 0±90 [0±769–1] 0±871 [0±804–0±922] 0±931 [0±888–0±975]

IFAT 1[0±715–1] 1 0±936 [0±882–0±97] 1

Parasitology 1* 0±55[0±332–0±768] 1* 1

* By definition (reference test).

difference in Pearson χ# test leads to seriously liberal

tests. Especially in the field of diagnostic tests, we feel

that sparse data sets will be the rule rather than the

exception, since the performance level of biomedical

tests is usually high. Thus one can expect zero or near-

zero frequencies for response patterns with mixed test

results. It is not completely clear how stringent the

conditions of applicability are for LCA and what can

be done to circumvent the problem of these ‘quasi-

structural ’ zeros. However, when the parameters of

interest appear insensitive to this choice of model, the

problem of best fit is irrelevant for practical purposes.

Under the opposite scenario the presumed χ# dis-

tribution may lead to tests that are too liberal, and it

is worthwhile to simulate the true small sample

distribution of the chosen test statistic to decide on the

best model. Alternatively one could opt to use the

AIC as a distribution free indicator for the model

choice. In summary, LCA offers a worthwhile,

methodological advance in the field of diagnostic test

evaluation, provided that more clarity can be created

on the strategy for model comparison in sparse data

sets.
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APPENDIX

Let A, B, C, D, and E represent the five observed test

variables : respectively clinical status, ELISA, DAT,

IFAT and parasitology. The five variables are di-

chotomous, the test result being either negative or

positive, coded as 0 or 1, and represented by the

indexes a, b, c, d, e.

For example πA

a
denotes the probability that an

individual will show test result a on test A.

Let X designate a latent (unobserved) variable with

two mutually exclusive and exhaustive levels, indexed

as ‘ t ’ corresponding to the true (but unknown)

infection status of the animal : not infected (t ¯ 0)

and infected (t ¯ 1).

For example πX

t
denotes the probability that an

individual will be at latent class t and πX

"
the

proportion of infected dogs in the study group

(prevalence rate).

The unrestricted two latent class model can then be

expressed as:

π
abcde

¯3
t

πABCDEX

abcdet
. (1)

π
abcde

denotes the probability that an individual dog

will show a pattern of test results (a, b, c, d, e). In an

unrestricted two latent class model, π
abcde

is the sum of

the probability that a dog is truly infected (t ¯ 1) and

shows test pattern (a, b, c, d, e) plus the probability

that a dog is truly not-infected (t ¯ 0) and shows the

same test pattern (equation 1).

Furthermore, if all observed tests results are

independent from each other within the latent classes,
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one can specify an equation for the partially un-

observed table XABCDE. Given basic laws of prob-

ability, the probability that a dog is in latent class t

and shows a particular test pattern (a, b, c, d, e)

corresponds to the probability of belonging to latent

class t multiplied by the probability to show result a

on test A given latent class t, multiplied by the

probability to show result b on test B given t,

multiplied by the probability to show result c on C

given t, etc…, as written in equation 2.

πABCDEX

abcdet
¯πX

t
πArX
art

πBrX
brt

πCrX
crt

πDrX
drt

πErX
ert

. (2)

In the above equation, πArX
art

denotes the conditional

probability that a dog will show test result a given he

is in latent class t.

More specifically πBrX
!
r
!

denotes the probability that a

truly not infected dog tests negative on the ELISA

test. This probability is more commonly known as the

specificity of the ELISA test. In the same way, πBrX
"/"

denotes the probability that a truly infected dog tests

positive on ELISA, a parameter more commonly

known as the sensitivity of ELISA.

Solving equation 2 means we have to estimate 11

parameters : 2 parameters for each test (sensitivity and

specificity, the false negative and false positive rates

being the complements of the former) and 1 parameter

for the proportion of truly infected dogs, given the

fact that the proportion of non-infected dogs is the

complement of the latter.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters

can be obtained using the Estimation-Maximization

iterative algorithm provided in the LEM package. To

explore whether multiple maxima in the likelihood

function exist, a set of random starting values was

used.

The freeware LEM can be downloaded from the

website of the Tilburg University : http:cwis.kub.nl}
Cfswj1}mto}mto3.htm.
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